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Preface
This ebook is the output of research on good practice at national level on refugees’ integration. LWRMI partners, after the scouting of several good practice, have evaluate the best 5 for
country, to be inserted into the eBook and translate into each language. This final eBook in all
languages is published on the project website and disseminated to 200 contacts per partner.
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Good practices - Bulgaria
The Refugee Project
http://refugeeproject.eu/en

Description, aims and objectives
What happens when someone applies for asylum in Bulgaria?
If someone wants to apply for asylum when they enter Bulgaria (and is eligible to do so), they
have to file a request with the State Agency for Refugees. Upon registration of the request, the
asylum seeker is placed in one of the six reception centers in Bulgaria or, if they have the financial resources needed, they can rent accommodation and live at an external address. The
State Agency for Refugees decides whether to recognize the asylum seeker as a refugee after
several interviews and an investigation. More information on procedures and current statistics on the State Agency for Refugees’ website.
How does The Refugee Project help?
The Refugee Project brings together volunteers to organize a wide range of lessons and
activities for asylum seekers and refugees in the reception centers (also informally called
refugee camps) in Sofia. The period when they live in these camps is a time when many
refugee families feel vulnerable; we try to help adults and children to integrate into their new
environment by teaching them language skills and giving them new experiences and positive
interactions.
The project continues to expand. Volunteers now provide not only Bulgarian and English lessons, but also art workshops, music activities, sport and games sessions, IT lessons and even
cookery workshops on a weekly basis. We now have activities in all three refugee camps in
Sofia - Ovcha Kupel, Voenna Rampa and Vrazhdebna.
Asylum seekers and refugees benefit from the project by having increased interaction with
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Bulgarian people , opportunities to improve their language skills, and the option to participate in a wide variety of activities while they are staying in the centres.
Volunteers have the opportunity to hear at first-hand the experiences of refugees coming
to Bulgaria and to have an active role in their adaptation to the education system and their
social integration in Bulgaria. They gain experience of intercultural communication, knowledge of different cultures, experience of working with people of all ages, and with leading and
participating in workshops.
Results of good practice
Results obtained at local, regional, national or international level. Since 2011, over 200 volunteers have participated in the project.
PROMOTER OF THE BEST PRACTICE
A joint initiative between CVS Bulgaria and Caritas Sofia
CVS - Bulgaria has been working on international volunteer exchanges since 1998 and is a
branch of the international organization Service Civil International. The goals of CVS – Bulgaria are:
- To promote the idea of voluntary work by organizing voluntary initiatives
- To motivate young people to participate in activities and volunteer initiatives
- To promote and support international understanding and solidarity, social justice and environmental protection
One of the main activities of the association is organising international volunteer camps in
Bulgaria and sending volunteers abroad. The camps have different themes and participants
come from all over the world and can be from 18 to 99 years old. Besides being a wonderful
alternative to summer vacation, international volunteer camps are an opportunity for everyone to contribute to making our world a better place! All this while working, having fun, learning and communicating!
Caritas Sofia is member of Caritas Bulgaria and part of a global network of over 160 members working in almost every country in the world. The Caritas Internationalis network works
internationally to ensure that the most vulnerable people in society are served through emergency response, sustainable development and peace building.
Caritas Sofia was established in 1992 and is a registered non-profit organisation (no.
2003416009). At Caritas Sofia, voluntary and paid staff work on a daily basis to support the
spiritual and material need of vulnerable groups and individuals in the Sofia area, and to help
to overcome feelings of hatred and misunderstanding in society. In addition to the refugee
project, It provides a variety of projects and social services including:
- A day centre for young people with disabilities
- A centre for social rehabilitation and integration of people with disabilities
- Domestic carers for the elderly
- Support for dependent drug users
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- A variety of projects supporting single mothers, children from mintority communities, people affected by disasters and refugees and migrants

Humans in the loop

https://humansintheloop.org
Description, aims and objectives
HITL is a social enterprise based in Bulgaria that employs and trains refugees to provide data
services to companies to train and test their ML algorithms.
Their workforce specializes in data labelling for the ML industry and has worked with all of
the most popular annotation platforms and tools. Their loop managers supervise the process
and double check 100% of the generated labels.
All of their annotators are employed full-time or part-time at our company and they have
personally vetted and trained each one. For every project, they select a dedicated team because they know it is the best way to assure consistency and quality.
In contrast to crowd sourcing platforms, they offer an ethical payout and protection to their
workers, who receive a stable monthly salary, an office space, a computer, and trainings.
They provide employment to refugees and other vulnerable groups.
Results of good practice
Many people with new jobs, who have normal salary.

Refugee month

https://www.facebook.com/events/120220922028633/
Description, aims and objectives
A big initiative organized with the support of all the NGOs in Bulgaria. With many different
topics.
Each organization led one event during the whole month, which included:
- Intercultural evening: Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan,
- Art workshop for women and children
- Workshop for mothers and children where you can share creative craft techniques and
stories
- Design thinking and innovation
- Hackathon for digital nomads
- Fortress Europe? Migration and security in the EU
- A citizen dialogue with the Euro commissioner on migration Dmitris Avramopoulos, at which every guest will be able to ask questions about the common European policy on refugees.
- Oriental dances by women for women
-Coctail
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The leading organization was CVS Bulgaria. CVS - Bulgaria has been working on international volunteer exchanges since 1998 and is a branch of the international organization Service
Civil International. The goals of CVS – Bulgaria are:
- To promote the idea of voluntary work by organizing voluntary initiatives
- To motivate young people to participate in activities and volunteer initiatives
- To promote and support international understanding and solidarity, social justice and environmental protection
One of the main activities of the association is organising international volunteer camps in
Bulgaria and sending volunteers abroad. The camps have different themes and participants
come from all over the world and can be from 18 to 99 years old. Besides being a wonderful
alternative to summer vacation, international volunteer camps are an opportunity for everyone to contribute to making our world a better place! All this while working, having fun, learning and communicating!
Organized by:
Европейската комисия в България / European Commission in Bulgaria
A hub
Caritas Sofia
Bulgarian Red Cross
IOM Bulgaria
Council of Refugee Women in Bulgaria
Beautiful Faces Of Syria
CVS-Bulgaria
HITL: Human in the Loop Services Provided by Refugees
Results of good practice
“Our goal is to reach the widest possible range of people: we have foreseen events for the
NGO sector, for families, developers and entrepreneurs to devise innovative solutions to refugee issues”
They have more than 10 countries in each event. Many people meet the others; explore their
stories, cuisine, dancing. Also more that 60 people participate in the workshops for design
thinking and also the hackaton.
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Good practices - Greece
The Language Project
http://thelanguageproject.eu/

Description, aims and objectives
The Language Project (2016) is a non-profit organization providing help to vulnerable social
groups, such as refugees and migrants, by developing and implementing innovative educational
programs and cultural events, seminars and workshops focusing mainly on foreign languages,
translation, interpretation and cultural mediation. The NGO is located in Athens.
The NGOs aim is to promote the intercultural communication, the provision of translated material to the right language and the training of third parties aiming positive social impact through
our vision.
Among their objectives are:
Respect for the diversity.
Mutual and instant understanding between our beneficiaries/clients who request to communicate with other languages or cultures
Equal opportunities to those who have access to material not translated in their language.
Collaborations on international and national level aiming at the promotion of the social entrepreneurship and the positive social impact.
Results of good practice
They have organized more than 35 events with among 700 participants, focusing on language,
translation and interpreting. Also, they have collaborated with international organisations like
the UNHCR, the International Rescue Committee, the Danish Refugee Council, the Translators
without Borders and on regional level with Ionian University, SCG-Scientific College of Greece
etc.
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Education Matters

https://www.solidaritynow.org/en/education-matters/
Description, aims and objectives
SolidarityNow was established in 2013. Through their actions they provide support to Greek, migrant and refugee populations. They operate two “Solidarity Centers” in Thessaloniki and Athens the
Blue Refugee Center in Thessaloniki. Since December 2017, SolidarityNow implements a programme called “Education Matters”. The aim is to enhance the social inclusion of the refugees and
migrants into the Greek society and strengthen their skills. Some of the activities of the programme:
Greek for adults, all levels
English and French for adults, all levels
Arabic as mother tongue for children aged 6 to 18
Computer classes for adults
Drama classes (theatrical role play, drama therapy)
Seminars and educational programs
Informative events aiming at community empowerment as well as providing information for
humanitarian field employees
Community empowerment activities which promote and enhance intercultural interaction
Advocacy and promotion of Human Rights
Results of the good practice
Since 2017, more than 3,000 people in Athens and Thessaloniki participated it the programme.
The majority of the participants learnt Greek and English.

“Integration into employment”
http://soffa.gr/

Description, aims and objectives
SOFFA – Social Fashion Factory provides integration into work and entrepreneurship to refugees and victims of human trafficking (modern slavery) in the field of ethical and sustainable fashion. The production
of clothes and accessories is made only from viable, recyclable, or organic natural raw materials. Refugees and migrants, victims of human trafficking, and unemployed Greek designers are working together
in various projects. SOFFA offers to its members access to machinery and training and raises awareness
through various activities being the founding board of the Fashion Revolution for Greece.
SOFFA’s “Integration into employment” programme aims to qualify refugees and survivors of human trafficking to enhance their integration into the sustainable/ethical fashion industry. The programme utilizes a
self-help approach capitalizing on the existing talents of young refugees and immigrants. The participants
are recruited through NGOs working with refugees and survivors of human trafficking. Also, platform refergon.com is used to recruit refugees. The programme has two stages. In the first stage, SOFFA provides
training on targeted fashion technical skills. When the participants complete the first stage successfully,
they employed in the SOFFA production line.
Results of the good practice
According to the data uploaded on their site, they have integrated seven survivors’ victims of human trafficking and are in the process of integrating another two refugees.
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Good practice - Italy
Arte migrante

http://www.artemigrante.eu
Description, aims and objectives
Arte Migrante consists of people beliving in the power of staying together and sharing as tools
for peace and social inclusion. Therefore, the groups organize weekly meetings that are open
to everybody. The aims are: promoting inclusion through art and enhance everybody’s skills.
Some example of events organized by the group:
- Open meetings, with meal sharing, songs, dances and poetry
- Migrant labs, that is, laboratories of painting, language, dance, music, theatre, synergic
vegetable garden, computer
- Evenings in pubs and in Reception Centres for asylum seekers
In June 2016 the first Migrant Camping – a national meeting of all the Italian groups - took
place
Arte Migrante started in Bologna in October 2012 from an idea of a young Anthropology
student, and other friends. They refer to themselves as “non-party and a non-denominational
group”
Nowadays there are groups in different Italian cities: Bologna, Modena, Parma, Reggio Emilia, Imola, Rimini, Pisa, Torino, Cuneo, Settimo Torinese, Alessandria, Alba, Como, Trento,
Padova, Naples, Latina and Palermo.
Results of the good practice
The different groups based in the Italian cities that are doing this project have experienced
that giving people the opportunity to meet other people with totally different background has
produced a better attitude toward diversity and the interest for different culture, religions,
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tastes, art, etc.
Furthermore, the project is very easily replicable, that is why it has spread in several Italian
cities and even abroad (Zaragoza in Spain and in Cyprus Island).

SPRAR Project Municipality of Riace
www.riacecittafutura.org

Description, aims and objectives
The project of migrant-integration of Riace was born back in 2001, when the major of Riace, Domenico Lucano, applied a very simple principle: let migrants take the place of former
Italian inhabitants of its village. As a result, Riace was able to keep basic social and education services running and the local economy flourished.
Since 2001 the project has activated different actions for multicultural integration, through
language courses, education, school inclusion and integration of the migrants – beneficiaries
of the project - in the work contest. Beside these usual activities and tools, that are normally
part of all the SPRAR projects, Riace projects has had some peculiarity, that is:
- the so called “bonuses” a kind of currency system that streghtened the purchasing power of
migrant families and was based on “reciprocal trust” among local economic actors. Thanks
to these “bonuses” it has been possible to offset the negative implications linked to the constant delays of the public administration in giving the money fro the project.
- the development of artisan workshops The beneficiaries can choose, with their previous
skills and interests in mind, to go in for pottery, glass making, carpentry, cookery, weaving
or sewing. The products are sold to Fair Trade outlets or markets, or consumed in the local
restaurants
Results of the good practice
Riace project has become an example of integration, the lessons of which have been applied
in serval other locations in Calabria and across Italy. The territory rises to a leading role that
is different from the dichotomy «center / periphery» The image on the media of the small
country that is repopulated. “Riace the welcome village”
Some of the results obtained:
the inclusion of Riace into sustainable tourism circuits;
the recovery of the sense of belonging to the places
the deconstruction institutional racism
the raising of the public image of Calabria Region and Italy, as a whole

“RECORD”, within the FAMI Program (FAMI stays for Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund)
www.unive.it/labcom
https://www.facebook.com/LabComCaFoscari

Description, aims and objectives
The RECORD project is aimed at improving the regional anti-discrimination policy, through
the creation of a stable network of organizations working in this field and some actions of
awareness raising directed to the local population and the migrants.
RECORD is also a good practice in the field of the language learning; as a matter of fact,
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knowing the language is crucial both for the social and work inclusion in a new cultural
context.
The department of Linguistic of Ca’ Foscari University, thanks to the FAMI funds, has developed a free training, based on 12 Units for the A1 level and 13 units for the A2 level of the
CERF (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages)
Every Unit is referred to a context in which discrimination happens and the whole course is
accessible at the link http://www.venetoimmigrazione.it/record-l2
The main objectives of the project are:
Helping the social and work inclusion of migrants
Helping in bringing out the issues about racial discrimination
Informing migrants about the existing tools for combating racism and discrimination
Veneto Region is the leading partner of this project, within which University Ca’ Foscari of
Venice - Department of Linguistics and Comparative Cultural Studies is also involved.
As far as Ca’ Foscari is concerned, the University has 500 professors and researchers and there are more than 20,000 students. The Department of Linguistic offers two bachelor Programs
and three Master Programs.
Results of the good practice
Through the project a free Italian language course has been set up, accessible on the internet
Connections with other public bodies have been created, mainly at a regional level (Veneto
Region), through a stable anti-discrimination network.
Through pilot actions of awareness raising and transfer of knowledge carried out in some
schools of the Veneto region an awareness raising campaign has been created.
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Good practice - Turkey
The Charity House

http://www.kirsehir.bel.tr/
Description, aims and objectives
The Charity House, by the municipality of Kırsehir, goes on transporting the bread, food,
clothing, etc. Allowance to approximately 2000 families. It distributes average 4000 bread
daily. Besides these, with the appointment system, approximately 20 families’ needs are met.
Goods such as furniture, electronic appliances, white appliances, etc. are taken from the
rich and are brought to needy people.The neighborhoods are determined alphabetically and
charities are distributed to the needy people living there. Also, during school seasons, school
uniforms are distributed to the children. And, in order to reduce obstacles a little bit, disabled
chairs are distributed to the disabled people. In accordance with the new applications changing from 50 to 80 monthly, needy people being deemed appropriate as a result of the reviews made by the commission are included in the list. As for the refugees they are registered
by the Migration office and given a card so that they can visit the place periodically to support their families in need. All the services they get is free and supported by the municipality.
It was not possible to convince for most people to be registered in the system as they do not
wish to reveal their eceonomical situation. But anyway The Municipality now serves both
the local residents and refugees. The second was to find enough volunteers to cooperate in
funding the house.
As for the refugees they are registered by the Migration office and given a card so that they
can visit the place periodically to support their families in need. All the services they get is
free and supported by the municipality. It was not possible to convince for most people to
be registered in the system as they do not wish to reveal their eceonomical situation. But
anyway The Municipality now serves both the local residents and refugees. The second was
to find enough volunteers to cooperate in funding the house.
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The municipality funded the whole beginning process and informed the residents about the
things they can do to contribute. Now the charity house is supported by more than 1000
vu-volunteers in different sectors.Our charity house now serves more than 2000 registered
local and refugee residents. They are supported monthly and in case needed the periods are
flexible for the delivery of the charities.
Results of the good practice
The municipality funded the whole beginning process and informed the residents about the
things they can do to contribute. Now the charity house is supported by more than 1000
-volunteers’ in different sectors. Our charity house now serves more than 2000 registered
local and refugee residents. They are supported monthly and in case needed the periods are
flexible for the delivery of the charities.

Family Activity Center

https://tr-tr.facebook.com/groups/713552422046222/
Description, aims and objectives
The Municipality of Kırşehir Family Activity Center as a modern and special place was opened for service in 2012. This modern center contains some courses such as educational
courses, social and sport activities for women.Within the body of Family Activity Center
“Youth Center (BEGEM)” and “Street Mansions” were brought into service in 2013. Since its
opening, The Youth Center (BEGEM) draws great interest from youth between 14-30 years old.
BEGEM is a social service center giving youth chances to evaluate their leisure times according to their interests, wish and abilities within the framework of the social, artistic, educational, cultural and sportive activities, protecting them from bad habits and performing studies
that enable youth to join actively to the society. The aim of the center is ensuring the youth to
be social by supporting the self improvement of them. There are variety of sportive activities
there such as chess, foosball, table tennis, billiards and within the body of the center there is
a library and a book cafe. Also, there are clubs. These clubs are always in function. The Municipality of Kırşehir added a new one to its services that it makes in the social municipality
workings field. Street Mansions (Kervansaray Street Mansion Course Center and Bahçelievler
Street Nene Hatun Mansion Course Center) were both brought into service by The Municipality of Kırşehir in 2013 too.
Women-only Centre supports the empowerment of women and their engagement in social
activities and the labour force. It provides the opportunity to acquire skills and knowledge
to take up new jobs and establish businesses to improve women’s economic situation and
overall safety.Kırşehir hosts around 14.000 refugees from different countries, mostly the Afghans and Iraqis. In this report we have asked the respective questions to the representatives
of each organization to have a precise idea on the latest situation regarding the refugees in
our province. Kirşehir province hosts thousands of refugees sent by the government and most
of them are Iraqi people living in here. The second group is the Afghans as they consist of a
huge number following the Iraqis. We do not have so many Syrians as they are sent to the
other provinces. The number of the Syrians are about 2000 in Kırşehir Women and girls can
receive information and services on reproductive health, women’s rights, gender based violence and gender equality, psychosocial support, access to health services and socialize and
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re-build their networks in an inclusive and empowering environment of these centres.
These centres operate in cooperation with the Provincial Directorates of Health. Kirşehir
province hosts thousands of refugees sent by the government and most of them are Iraqi
people living in here. The second group is the Afghans as they consist of a huge number
following the Iraqis. We do not have so many Syrians as they are sent to the other provinces.
Organization/Institution
(Give a description of the organisation/ school/ institution, municipality)
The Municipality of Kırşehir Family Activity Center as a modern and special place was
opened for service in 2012. This modern center contains some courses such as educational courses, social and sport activities for women.
Within the body of Family Activity Center “Youth Center (BEGEM)” and “Street Mansions”
were brought into service in 2013.
Since its opening, The Youth Center (BEGEM) draws great interest from youth between
14-30 years old. BEGEM is a social service center giving youth chances to evaluate their
leisure times according to their interests, wish and abilities within the framework of the
social, artistic, educational, cultural and sportive activities, protecting them from bad
habits and performing studies that enable youth to join actively to the society. The aim of
the center is ensuring the youth to be social by supporting the self improvement of them.
There are variety of sportive activities there such as chess, foosball, table tennis, billiards
and within the body of the center there is a library and a book cafe. Also, there are clubs.
These clubs are always in function.
The Municipality of Kırşehir added a new one to its services that it makes in the social
municipality workings field.
Street Mansions (Kervansaray Street Mansion Course Center and Bahçelievler Street Nene
Hatun Mansion Course Center) were both brought into service by The Municipality of
Kırşehir in 2013 too.
Results of the good practice
The overall objective of this project is to strengthen the protective environment for Turkish
and non-Turkish children including through the provision of emergency support for refugee children and children on the move, with a particular focus on the most vulnerable
and hardest-to reach children.
Psychosocial counselling, social activities, peacebuilding and social activities, courses
(language, music, painting, etc.), trainings on parenting, nutrition, etc. and non-food
items and e-voucher card distribution are among the services offered.

“The project of supporting Syrian children in Turkey” Child
Friendly Spaces
http://www.rcrcmediterraneanconference.org/detail.asp?c=2&p=0&id=1115

Description, aims and objectives
The Project’s aim is to implement programs for children aged 4-18 in the camps/centers
for Syrian people under temporary protection, targeting these subtitles;
• Access safe
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• Life participatory and inclusive education
• Recreational activities for high life motivation
• Spaces with restoring a sense of stability and continuity
The Project is now being implemented at 23 Child Friendly Spaces in 22 camps and 1 community center in Şanlıurfa.
The Project is a joint implementation with UNICEF
Results of the good practice
-The project totally reached 73.928 benefiting children from the Project starting date -May
2013, up to end of March 2015.
- 800 youth volunteers have been trained on the leadership topics, and by this way, they support actively our activities.
- With the support of our volunteers, we can reach the children easier with youth volunteers,
– they support the project in order to raise the families’ awareness about CFSs, – and variety
trainings on the topic of education, communication and leadership are organized at CFSs by
youth workers.
-Youth volunteers ‘acquisitions are;
• to decrease negative perceptions about their own self, and to increase positive perceptions
• to support him/her happiness increasing
• the more volunteers’ satisfaction, the more their social responsibility sense
• knowledge of their own rights and responsibilities
• freely recreational activities in CFSs
• participation in decisions and processes about activities being realized in CFSs • more
self-confidence • more consciousness about how to find solution to their problems • to learn
how to become an active citizen • to become a part of community and an individual • more
sensitivity about community issues
At our CFSs, totally reached 73.928 benefiting children from the Project starting date -May
2013, up to end of March 2015.
800 youth volunteers have been trained on the leadership topics, and by this way, they support actively our activities.
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Good practice - United Kingdom
Promoter of the all UK best practice is Dacorum CVS (working name Community Action Dacorum), an NGO based in Hemel Hempstead, which is 35km north-west of London. At local
level the organisation provides advice to other NGO’s and delivers a number of community
services in the fields of adult learning, supporting individuals into employability, community
transport, addressing loneliness / physical mobility, community radio station and promoting
local CSR initiatives

Bringing Communities Together
http://www.communityactiondacorum.org/

Description, aims and objectives
Bringing Communities Together has been funded through a UK Central Government Programme which is designed to improve language skills and community integration. The
project is led by Hertfordshire County Council Adult and Family Learning Service department and has four community organisations with specialist topic knowledge and four District Councils as partners.
Dacorum CVS as a partner is working within Welwyn Hatfield District Council area, which is a municipality of 120,000 population. The project objective is to provide 70 hours of
ESOL to learners from the target group and to support them to understand how public services operate within the district they are currently living. The project resources include employment of an ESOL tutor and Community Development worker, who working as a team recruit, train and provide practical support and advice to enable individuals to engage in local
society, be more confident in the workplace, where they are parents have more confidence
engaging in schools and to take steps to being active citizens. The presentations we arrange
within the lessons include from Police, Fire service, Library, Education and Local Museum.
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Results of the good practice
The project funding is for a two-year period from November 2017 and with seven months
remaining the project is on target to achieve the planned outcomes. To date the results have
seen learners complete the course, report back increased self-confidence and knowledge,
valuing the opportunity to engage in local community events / fundraising and that through
the course they have made new social contacts.

Creative Learning

http://creative-learning.org.uk/
Description, aims and objectives
The Creative Learning project is funded annually by Hertfordshire County Council, who in
turn are funded by the Skills Funding Agency, which is part of the UK Central Government.
The aim of Cultural Learning is to increase the number of adults engaging in lifelong learning
opportunities. This is through the provision of a range of courses in the areas of ESOL, Health
& Wellbeing, Exercise and Employability. In the current academic year (2018/19) the contract
is to provide learning courses for 395 adults. Most of these courses are non-accredited and
for a length of 12 to 20 hours.
The aim is to be open to all adults in terms of providing opportunity, though the funder seeks
to ensure that we attract learners who are under-represented in choosing to access learning,
which includes men of all ages & ethnicities, women from migrant communities and individuals with a disability. The learning provision quality criteria is to be compliant with OFSTED
standards, which is the UK Central Government requirement of all public sector education
providers.
In the current academic year, we are providing ESOL classes to over 100 individuals. The
classes are for 20 hours spread over 10 weeks and we arrange classes for Beginners through to Upper intermediary. Classes are for up to 10 learners to ensure that we have provision
focussed upon improving the skills of each learner in an informal setting.
In the annual course provision, we also deliver Know Your Town courses, which are in length
20 hours. These are aimed at individuals new to the area and the aim is to increase their learning about local society, how services are delivered and how to access provision. In addition
to the class tutor introducing the local municipality area, we arrange for a series of guest speakers to talk about their work and that of the service they are employed by. Speakers include
the Police, Fire Service, Education, Library, Citizens Advice Bureau, Housing Service, Close
Circuit Television (CCTV), Volunteer Centre and Community Learning provision.
Results of the good practice
Dacorum CVS has operated Creative Learning (previously known as Cultural Learning) since
2004 and throughout this time ESOL has been one of our primary offers. As outlined above annually we support over 100 learners to improve their English language skills, levels of
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confidence, employability skills and provide them with the platform to progress onto further
learning.
With Know Your Town we enable the participants to have a better understanding of the town in
which they live and through this an increased sense of understanding and belonging to the community where they are now living.

Herts Interpreting and Translation Service
http://www.hertsinterpreting.org/

Description, aims and objectives
Language is a barrier in accessing public services for an individual living in the UK with no or
low-level English language skills. As an organisation we deliver a programme of ESOL lessons to
individuals, though recognise that until they reach a certain level of proficiency they will struggle to
interact with public services.
The UK Government Public Sector recognise the principle of equality of access to Public Services
and that language can for example in a health setting lead to wrong diagnosis, the wrong treatment
and making worse rather than better an individual’s personal health.
In 2001 our local Municipality instigated research into the availability of interpreters and it concluded that languages available were not extensive and there was no measure of quality. As a follow on
Dacorum CVS accessed funding to develop and deliver a training course to enable local residents
with the required language skills to train and become interpreters.
In 2006 we were awarded our first public sector contract to provide interpreting services (Face to Face,
Telephone, British Sign Language and Written Translation) and have since been successful in being awarded further contracts. In 2019 we have contracts across the south and east of England, arranging annually
35,000 assignments in over 70 languages / dialects.
From small beginnings the Herts Interpreting and Translation Service has developed into a successful Social
Enterprise based within an NGO which supports through competent trained interpreters migrants to access
and receive support from public sector agencies such as Health, Municipalities and Probation services
Results of the good practice
Dacorum CVS has operated the HITS service since 2001. It started initially as a training project, delivering courses at Diploma level and supporting students through to sitting the Diploma in Public
Service Interpreting exam. With support from European Social Fund an extensive programme was
held in period to 2007 and has continued since charging students to attend courses.
In each of the last 18 years we have trained over 100 students in short courses (average 36 hours)
and approx. 15 each year have continued to sit the full Diploma. The result has been to make a valuable and significant contribution to the professional quality of interpreting and around 600 of the
students we have trained remain on the register to undertake interpreting assignments in the local
community.
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Credits
“Let’s work for real inclusion”
“Let’s work for real inclusion”, whose acronym is “LWRMI”, is a European initiative, coordinated by the association YOUTH EUROPE SERVICE located in Potenza, was approved
in Italy as action n.2018-1-IT02-KA204-047938 from INDIRE National Agency as part
of the ERASMUS PLUS KA2 program STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS FOR ADULT EDUCATION.
The project is focused on the exchange of good practices between seven organizations
from five different countries (Italy, Bulgaria, Turkey, United Kingdom and Greece), whose
main aim is to find possible solutions to the issue regarding refugees and migrants, that is
one of the major problems facing by the European Union. We will therefore try to identify
examples of hospitality that are an example and can be reproduced in other countries. In
addition, the staff of the partner organizations will be able to develop skills and abilities
in the field of reception of refugees, asylum seekers and migrants, in order to improve the
local inclusion of these categories and to push European citizens to a greater dialogue
with them.

Disclaimer

The European Commission’s support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents, which reflect the views only of the authors, and
the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

Partner
YOUTH EUROPE SERVICE (Lead Partner, Italy)
ARISTOTELIO PANEPISTIMIO THESSALONIKIS (Greece)
BASILICATA PRESS (Italy)
CO.RI.S.S. (Italy)
DACORUM COUNCIL FOR VOLUNTARY SERVICE LTD (United Kingdom),
KIRSEHIR IL MILLI EGITIM MUDURLUGU (Turkey),
NARODNO CHITALISHTE BADESHTE SEGA 2006 (Bulgaria)
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